This paper studies the majorization of high tensor powers of finitely supported probability distributions. Taking two probability distributions P and Q to the n'th and m'th tensor power, respectively, in such a way that the power of Q majorizes the power of P, we ask how large the ratio m/n can become. It is shown that the supremum of such ratios is equal to the minimal ratio of the α-Rényi entropies of P and Q for α ∈ [0, ∞]. Consideration of this ratio of tensor powers is motivated, to the author, by the resource theory of quantum entanglement, where the supremum of these ratios corresponds to the asymptotic conversion rate of bipartite pure quantum states under exact, deterministic LOCC transformations.
I. INTRODUCTION
M AJORIZATION of probability distributions (see Definition 1) is an important notion in the field of information theory. Given probability distributions P and Q, we ask whether P ⊗n majorizes Q ⊗n for large n, and we ask how large r ∈ R is allowed to be for P ⊗n to majorize Q ⊗nr for large n. We denote the supremum of such r by R(P, Q). This question is of particular interest to the author as it relates to LOCC transformation of bipartite pure quantum states. In the resource theory of entanglement, the resources are multipartite quantum states and the means of resource transformation are often taken to be LOCC channels, i.e. quantum channels that can be implemented through local operations and classical communication. By Nielsen's theorem [1] , if one restricts the resource theory to bipartite pure states, a state |ψψ| can be transformed to a state |φφ| if and only if P majorizes Q, where P and Q are the Schmidt coefficients of ψ and φ respectively. Since the Schmidt coefficients of |ψψ| ⊗n are P ⊗n , in the context of LOCC conversion of bipartite pure states, R(P, Q) is the optimal rate with which one can exactly extract copies of a pure state with Schmidt coefficients Q from copies of a pure state with Schmidt coefficients P. In Theorem 1 it is shown that where H α is α-Rényi entropy, defined in Definition 2. The formula (1) was conjectured in [2, Example 8.26 ]. That the rate cannot be larger follows from the well-known fact that H α is Schur-concave (see Proposition 5) . The main tool for showing that the rate is achievable is a description of the growth exponents defined in Definition 4. This description is found in Proposition 1. The quantum information reader might note the resemblance with the well known entanglement manipulation theorem [3, ch. 19.4] , which states that the conversion rate, when one allows for non-exact LOCC transformations with arbitrarily small fixed error, is given by the ratio of the Shannon entropies of the Schmidt coefficients (i.e. α = 1). That is, for pure bipartite state |ψψ| and |φφ| with Schmidt coefficients P and Q
Formally, the entanglement theoretical interpretation of (1) is that sup r ∈ R ∃n ∈ N ∃ ∈ LOCC-Channels : |ψψ| ⊗n = |φφ| ⊗rn = min
One immediate consequence of (3) is that the asymptotic resource theory of exact entanglement transformation is irreversible, in the sense that R(P, Q)R(Q, P) < 1 for generic P and Q.
Other resource theories where majorization plays a role include the resource theory of coherence, of purity and thermodynamics (see e.g. [4] - [7] ). It might be possible to interpret the result of present paper in this context. In particular the result (1) bears some resemblance with the result in [8] on catalytic majorization. The exact relation between the two results, would be interesting to study further.
This paper was written simultaneously with [9] , in which a formula is given for the conversion rate, for exact, probabilistic LOCC transformation of bipartite pure quantum states. The formula for exact, probabilistic LOCC transformation, is the same as (1), except that the minimum is taken only over 0018-9448 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
the interval α ∈ [0, 1]. The achievability of this probabilistic rate in [9] rests on techniques in this paper. The two rates then coincide when the minimum is attained in the interval [0, 1], which is sometimes the case. In the case of binary probability distributions P = ( p, 1 − p), Q = (q, 1 − q), the minimum in (1) is either attained at α = 0 or α = ∞. To see this, note that if q ≥ p > 1 2 , then P majorizes Q, implying that the rate is at least 1 = H 0 ( P) H 0 (Q) . On the other hand, if p > q > 1 2 , then one notices that H α ( P)
II. ASYMPTOTIC EXPONENTS
Given a probability distribution P : X → [0, 1] with finite support |supp(P)| = d, we let P ↓ : [d] = {1, . . . , d} → [0, 1] be P ordered non-increasingly. We may naturally extend P ↓ : N → [0, 1] by P(i ) = 0 for i > d. In this paper all probability distributions will have finite support.
Definition 1. Given two probability distributions P, Q, we say that Q majorizes P, written P Q, if
for all N ∈ N.
Definition 2. Given a probability distribution P with supp(P) = X and an α ∈ [0, ∞)\{1}, the Rényi α-entropy is given by
For α ∈ {1, ∞}, H α (P) is defined by taking the limit lim β→α H β (P), that is
Definition 3. Let P, Q : X → [0, 1] be two probability distributions with supp(Q) ⊂ supp(P). The relative entropy, also known as the Kullback-Leibler divergence, is defined as
Note that the relative entropy is always non-negative.
For n ∈ N, P ⊗n : X n → [0, 1] is the n'th product distribution given by P ⊗n (I ) = n j =1 P(I j ) for I = (I 1 , . . . , I n ) ∈ X n . We wish to study majorization of P ⊗n by Q ⊗n for large n. To this end, given a value v, we are interested in the size of the set of multiindicies I , such that P ⊗n (I ) ≥ v and the sum of these probabilities. In order to asymptotically compare these for different probability distributions, it is useful to let v depend exponentially on n and look at asymptotic growth rates.
We define asymptotic exponents of these functions as follows:
It is not immediately clear that the limits describing M P , M P * , S P and S P * are well defined. This will follow from Proposition 1. The letters chosen, stand for value, mass and size. V, M P and S P might be called the value, mass and size exponents, respectively. M P * and S P * might then be called the converse mass and size exponents' Remark 1. Readers who are familiar with source and channel coding might well have seen some of these quantities before. For instance, given V ∈ log P(d), log P(1) , and a stationary memoryless source Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 . . .) of i.i.d. stochastic variables with distribution P on an alphabet X, we may encode a fixed length output (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ) ∈ X n , by throwing out all outputs less likely than 2 nV . This encoding will succeed with probability m P n (V ) and fail with probability m P n * (V ) and the number of letters needed in the code is s P n (V ). As such, this strategy provides an encoding scheme of the source Y , with coding rate S P (V ), which will succeed (respectively fail) with probability behaving like 2 nM P (V ) (respectively 2 nM P * (V ) ) in the limit. For more on source coding and an explanation of terms used in this remark, see [10] .
For the purpose of proving Proposition 1, we need Lemma 1. It should be said that Proposition 1 has been extracted from [11] , and should merely be viewed as a concise summary and slight extension of some of the tools presented in that paper. Lemma 1. Let X ⊂ R n be a compact, convex set. Let g : X → R be continuous and h : X → R be continuous and strictly concave. Suppose h takes its maximum value at x 2 ∈ X. If g takes its minimum value at x 1 ∈ X, then y → max
is strictly monotone increasing. If g takes its maximum value at x 1 ∈ X, then y → max
is strictly monotone decreasing.
Proof. Assume that g takes its minimum value at x 1 . Let
By continuity of g we may find x on the line segment between x and x 2 , such that g(x ) = y . That is
So
The second part of the lemma follows from the first by replacing g with −g.
Given a probability distribution P with support [d], we let
In order to make things simpler, we shall only consider F P for probability distributions that are non-uniform (such that F P is strictly convex) and ordered non-increasingly (such that we may simply write P(1) instead of max x∈X P(x) and P(d) instead of min x∈X P(x)). The function F P will be central to the rest of the paper. Note that
is negative and monotone increasing F P : R → (log P(d), log P(1)). We shall define
and
F P is decreasing and strictly convex. Two important values to keep in mind are
Also note the following bijections
We are now ready to give explicit formulas for the exponent functions (13),(14),(15),(16).
Whenever α V = ±∞ the above formulas are to be interpreted as the limit α → ±∞.
and takes its maximum value at the uniform distribution, where −H (Q)− D(Q||P) = log P(i) d
. The map g : Q → −H (Q)− D(Q||P) has maximim value log P(1) and minimum value log P(d). According to Lemma 1,
is strictly monotone decreasing on log P(i) d , log P(1) and strictly monotone increasing on log P(d),
is strictly monotone increasing on log P(d), −H (P) and strictly monotone decreasing on −H (P), log P (1) . For each V ∈ log P(d), log P(1) we wish to find the probability distribution, Q, that solves the maximization problems in (32) and (33).
Given V ∈ (log P(d), log P(1)), let α be the solution to F P (α) = V and consider the distribution P α (i ) = P(i) α j P( j ) α . Note that −H (P α ) − D(P α ||P) = F P (α) = V . We prove that P α solves the above optimization problems. Let V ∈ (log P(d), log P(1)) be given and choose
which proves that P α solves the optimization problems with the values
By standard type class arguments (for details regarding the first equality in equations (37),(38),(39) and (40) see Appendix A), we obtain for V ∈ log P(i) d , log P(1)
where the second equality follows from monotonicity of the map in (32).
For V ∈ (log P(d), −H (P)
And for V ∈ −H (P), log P(1))
We may take α to −∞ or ∞ and get the results at the boundary.
Remark 2. Define m P n (V ) on log P(d), log P(1)
to be equal to m P n (V ) at the endpoints, but for V ∈ (log P(d), log P(1)) we use a strict inequality and define
Define m P n * , s P n and s P n * similarly. By continuity of M P , M P * , S P and S P * one sees that we could replace m P n , m P n * , s P n , s P n * in equations (13),(14),(15),(16) with respectively m P n , m P n * , s P n , s P n * , without the limit changing. Furtermore since all functions are monotone and the limit functions are monotone, continuous and bounded, the convergences are all uniform. This will be important later.
A few nice values to keep in mind for S P , M P and M P * are the following M P (−H (P)) = 0 M P (log P(1)) = log P(1)
III. A SUFFICIENT AND ALMOST NECESSARY CONDITION FOR ASYMPTOTIC MAJORIZATION Lemma 2. Let P and Q be non-uniform probability distributions with min
For sufficiently small ε > 0 and all V ∈ log P(i) d P , −H (P)
Proof. We wish to apply Lemma A.1 in Appendix B to F = F P : [0, 1] → R and G = F Q : [0, 1] → R. The conditions of the lemma are satisfied, since for α ∈ [0, 1), H α (P) > H α (Q) is equivalent to F P (α) > F Q (α) and, by setting α = 1 in (23), F P (1) = −H (P) < −H (Q) = F Q (1). By Lemma A.1, there is an ε > 0 such that
(45) By (29) and (30) applied to P and Q, this is precisely the same as
Lemma 3. Let P and Q be non-uniform probability distributions with
min α∈ [1,∞] H α (P)
For sufficiently small ε > 0 and all V ∈ −H (P), log P (1) and W ∈ −H (Q), log Q(1)
Proof. The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as the previous proof, using Lemma A.2 in place of Lemma A.1, again with F = F P and G = F Q and by using (28) in place of (29). The lemma applies since for α > 1, H α (P) > H α (Q) is equivalent to F P (α) < F Q (α), because 1 − α is negative and, by (24), lim x→∞ F P (x) = −H ∞ (P) < −H ∞ (Q) = lim y→∞ F Q (y). Furthermore the limits lim x→∞ F P − x F P (x) and lim y→∞ F Q − y F Q (y) exist according to Lemma 1 and are equal to respectively S P (log P(1)) and S Q (log Q(1) ). 
Since H (P) is in the interior of the image of S P , we may H (P) ). Then for all sufficiently large n, and all N such that V :
Proof. Let ε > 0 be small enough that Lemma 2 applies. By the assumption that P(1) > P(2), S P surjects log P(d P ), log P(1) non-increasingly onto [0, H 0 (P)]. Assuming ε < H 0 (P) − H 0 (Q), we have H 0 (Q) + ε ∈ [0, H 0 (P)] and we may therefore choose V 1 ∈ log P(d P ), log P (1) such that S P (V 1 ) = H 0 (Q) + ε. In fact, since, by (30), S P (V ) is constantly equal to H 0 (P) = log(d P )
for V ≤ 1 d P i log P(i ), V 1 belongs to the subinterval 1 d P i log P(i ), log P(1) ⊂ log P(d P ), log P (1) . Now let n be large enough that for both P and Q and all V and W (13), (14), (15), (16) are good approximations, and also good approximations when replaced by the alternative versions in Remark 2 (this may be done since the convergences are uniform). Note that N ≥ s P n (V ) because P ⊗n↓ (N) = 2 nV . We split into three cases, at least one of which must be true.
First assume that V ∈ log P(d P ), V 1 . Then
which implies N > 2 n H 0 (Q) , so
and (50) holds trivially. Assume instead that V ∈ [V 1 , −H (P)], provided that the interval is non-empty. Without loss of generality we can assume that ε < H (
which implies N > s Q n (W ). Therefore
which implies (50). Finally, assume that V ∈ [−H (P), V * ]. Let W be such that S Q (W ) ∈ H (Q), S P (V * ) . Note, importantly, that W is chosen independently from V , so that W does not depend on n. So when n is sufficiently large, uniform convergence guarantees that the below inequality holds for all V in consideration.
So for high n, N > s Q n (W ). Since S Q is strictly decreasing W < −H (Q), and since V ≥ −H (P) it follows from (29) that M P * (V ) = 0 > M Q * (W ). We conclude as in (55) that H (P) ). Then for all sufficiently large n, and all N such that V :
Proof. Like in the proof of Proposition 2 we let ε > 0 be small enough that Lemma 3 applies. We split into three cases. Letting ε > 0 be sufficiently small we may let W 1 ∈ (log P(1), log Q(1)) be the solution to S Q (W 1 ) = S Q (log Q(1)) + ε.
Firstly we assume that S P (V ) ≤ S Q (W 1 ), then
showing that N ≤ s Q n (log P(1) ) which, by the definition of s Q n , implies that Q ⊗n↓ (i )
Secondly we assume that S P (V ) ∈ S Q (W 1 ), H (Q) , provided that the interval is non-empty. Let W ∈ −H (Q), log Q (1) be such that S Q (W ) + ε = S P (V ), which is possible by the choice of W 1 . By Lemma 3
showing that N > s Q n (W ). It follows that
Finally assume that
showing that N > s Q n (W ).
So far we have assumed that all probability distributions are non-uniform. This was mainly a matter of convenience. In the following we no longer make this assumption. If Q is the trivial probability distribution (i.e. |supp(Q)| = 1), then P ⊗n Q ⊗n holds for any P and n, so this case is rather uninsteresting. 
For sufficiently large n P ⊗n Q ⊗n .
Proof. If d P = 1 then H α (P) = 0 for all α, so we may assume that d P > 1. For small δ > 0, let
When δ is sufficiently small
By applying Propositions 2 and 3 to P δ and Q δ , we get for large n P ⊗n P ⊗n
We have now established a sufficient condition for asymptotic majorization. In fact this condition is almost necessary, since for α ∈ (0, ∞) the α-Rényi entropy is strictly Schurconcave:
Proposition 5. Let P and Q be two probability distribution with P Q. Then either
I.e. H α is strictly Schur-convcave for α ∈ (0, ∞); see [12, 3.A.1] .
For a proof of Proposition 5 see e.g. [12, 3.C.1.a], which applied to the map p → −p log p shows that H 1 is strictly Schur-concave. Applying [12, 3.C.1.a] to the map p → p α , shows that P → i P(i ) α is strictly Schur-concave for α ∈ (0, 1) and strictly Schur-convex for α ∈ (1, ∞). So H α is strictly Schur-concave for all α ∈ (0, ∞).
Using the fact that H α (P ⊗n ) = n H α (P), we may sum up the contents of Propositions 4 and 5 as follows: When
Remark 3. It is natural to ask if we can make requirements at 0 and ∞ in order to get a biimplication, that is, if we can determine ∃n ∈ N : P ⊗n Q ⊗n entirely from comparing Rényi entropies. It seems that in order to do so, we would have to be more careful with our estimations. The author cautiously conjectures that requiring a weak inequality at ∞ is sufficient, and that the requirement of a sharp inequality at 0 could be replaced by a similar condition regarding the α-Rényi entropies for negative α. 
Proof. We start by proving (82) without the ε and with a sharp inequality on the right-hand-side, since (82) follows by compactness.
Let x, y ∈ [0, 1] and let g : [0, 1] → R be the affine function
We wish to prove that g(0) ≥ 0 ⇒ g(1) < 0. If x = y = 1 then g(0) = −G (1) + F (1) < 0, so in this case the implication is true. Now assume that x and y are not both 1. By convexity of G (84) with equality if and only if x = y = 1, which we assumed was not the case. Since g is affine and g(x) < 0 we have g(0) ≥ 0 ⇒ g(1) < 0 as wanted. This is equivalent to Proof. Like in the proof of Lemma A.1, we start by proving (86) without the ε and with a sharp inequality on the righthand-side.
The case y = ∞ follows from the fact that F (x) < lim y→∞ G (y) for all x ∈ [1, ∞] .
Let x ∈ [1, ∞] and y ∈ [1, ∞) . Like in the proof of Lemma A.1, let g : [0, 1] → R be the affine function
We wish to prove that g(0) ≥ 0 ⇒ g(1) > 0. Again, we don't need to consider the case x = y = 1 since then g(0) = −G (1) + F (1) < 0.
By convexity of F g(y) = G(y)− F(x)−(y−x)F (x) ≥ G(y)− F(y) ≥ 0 (88)
with equality if and only if x = y = 1, which we can assume is not the case. Since g is affine and g(y) > 0 we have g(0) ≥ 0 ⇒ g(1) > 0, which implies then there is an ε > 0 such that
Proof. The set A = {x ∈ X|S(x) ≥ 0} ⊂ X is closed and therefore compact, so R takes a minimum value, ε 1 > 0 on
Contraposing, we get
The set B = {x ∈ X|R(x) ≤ ε 1 /2} ⊂ X is compact, so S takes a maximum value −ε 2 < 0 on B. So
Contraposing again yields
For ε = min{ε 2 , ε 1 /2} we now have
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